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DIFFRACTIVE OPTICAL ELEMENT

AND OPTICAL SYSTEM HAVING THE SAME

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a diffractive

optical element and a polarization converting element

using the diffractive optical element . The diffractive

optical element is used under a plurality of

wavelengths, or a plurality of band light. The

diffractive optical element and polarization converting

element are suitably employed in various sorts of

optical appliances, for instance, an imaging optical

system, a projection optical system (projector), an

image processing apparatus, and a semiconductor

manufacturing apparatus.

Related Background Art

Conventionally, diffractive optical elements may

be used as diffractive lenses having purposes of

reducing chromatic aberration, which is described in,

for example, SPIE Vol. 1354 International Lens Design

Conference (1990)

.

Also, diffractive optical elements may be used as

color separation grating having purposes of performing

color separations by utilizing different diffraction

angles with respect to each of wavelengths, which is

described in, for example, Japanese Patent Publication
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No. 5-46139.

Very recently, another diffractive optical element

called as an SWS grating (Sub-wavelength structured

grating) having a minute periodic structure, in which a

5 grating period of a diffractive optical element is

smaller than a used wavelength. A specific attention

is paid to these SWS gratings which are disclosed in,

f=l for instance, Japanese publication "KOGAKU" , volume 27,

IW No. 1, published in 19 98, on pages 12 to 17.
i ' ff* . _ ^—^^^^

10 As to this SWS grating, it /is known that such SWS

gratings may own various functions such as a double

refraction (birefringence) wavelength plate, an

antireflection structure, ana a polarization beam

splitter, depending upon grating structures thereof.

15 Then, as to these functions, various reports have been

made in which there is a small optical performance

variation caused by changes in incident angles of light

beames entered into this SWS grating, and the SWS

grating may have optically superior features.

20 Among these SWS gratings, as a diffractive optical

element having a function of a polarization beam

splitter, such a structure shown in Fig. 8 is disclosed

in the publication "O plus E" Vol. 21, No. 136 (March

in 1991), on pages 86 to 90, and also such a structure

25 indicated in Fig. 9 is disclosed in the publication "O

plus E" No. 12 (December in 1999), on pages 1554 to

1559.
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In the diffractive optical element of Fig. 8, a

portion of a grating period "Pt" is constituted by an

SWS grating 5 . The SWS grating 5 corresponds to a

rectangular grating constituted by a material "nl" and

5 a material "n2 n of an element boundary. A grating

period of a minute periodic structure is "pi", and an

occupation ratio of the material n n2 n occupied within

an 1 period "PI" (namely, filling factor) is equal to

"fl". Then, the SWS grating has a thickness "dl" on

jji 10 the side of the material n2 , and a thickness n d2" on

%l the side of the material nl

.

Similarly, in the diffractive optical element of

|;J Fig. 9, a portion of a grating period Pt is constituted

]*i by the SWS grating 5. In this structure, a portion of

H 15 a multiple layer film made of a material "nl" and

another material "n2" is such an SWS grating

constituted by a triangular grating, and is made in

contact with another material "n3" at an element

boundary

.

20 In any of the diffractive optical elements shown

in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, an S-polarized light component is

propagated as zero-order diffractive light along one

direction, whereas a P-polarized light component is

propagated in such a manner that this P-polarized light

25 component is separated into two directions of (+)

first-order diffraction light and (-) first-order

diffraction light . This implies that the light amounts
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of emitted light beames are made approximately two

times different from each other, depending upon the

polarization directions. When these diffractive

optical elements are applied to various fields as the

5 polarization separation elements, the above-described

propagation characteristics are not preferable.

Next, a polarization beam splitter 100 shown in

Fig. 10 is well known in this field as a polarization

separation element using a thin film. In this

10 polarization separation element, a thin film is formed

on a boundary surface 102 on which two sets of

triangular cylinder prisms 101 are joined to each

other, and incident light is caused to pass through the

boundary surface, or to be reflected on this boundary

15 surface, depending upon a polarization direction

thereof, so that the polarized-light (beam) is

separated.

In the case that each of the polarized light beams

is entered at the designed incident angle, this

20 incident polarized light beam may pass through the

boundary surface , or may be reflected thereon with a

transmittance or reflectance of alomost 100%. However,

these polarization separation elements own such a

drawback that when the incident angle thereof is

25 shifted from the designed angle value by several

degrees, the resultant polarization separation

characteristic is considerably deteriorated.
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Also, very recently, as a functional element to

which a polarization separation element of a thin film

is applied, such a polarization converting element 103

shown in Fig. 11 has been proposed in, for example,

5 Japanese Laid-open Patent Application No. 10-39136.

When the structure is explained, a light beam "La"

having random polarization directions, which is entered

from an opening portion Al provided on a light

shielding member 6, is separated into a P-polarized

10 light component and an S -polarized light component by a

polarization separation thin-film 102.

The P-polarized light component passes through the

polarization separation film 102, and thereafter the

polarization direction of this P-polarized light

15 component is converted into S-polarized light by a 1/2-

wavelength plate 8 provided on the exit side, and then

the S-polarized light component emerges therefrom.

On the other hand, after S-polarized light

component is reflected by the polarization separation

20 thin-film 102, the reflected S-polarized light

component is again reflected by a reflection mirror

105, and then, the reflected polarized light

maintaining the S-polarization emerges therefrom.

As a result, when the light beam La having the

25 random polarization directions is entered into the

polarization converting element 103, the light beam the

polarization state of which is aligned as S-polarized
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light emerges therefrom.

This polarization converting element 103 is

suitably employed so as to effectively illuminate such

an element having a polarization characteristic as

5 liquid crystal, while reducing a loss of a light

amount

.

However, this polarization converting element is

manufactured as follows: That is, the polarization

separation thin film 102 and the reflection mirror 105

10 are alternately overlapped with each other to be joined

to the flat plate glass 104. The resultant element

member is diagonally cut away, and the cut surfaces

thereof are polished, and thereafter, the 1/2-

wavelength plate 8 is adhered to a portion of this

15 polished element member so as to manufacture the

polarization converting element 103.

This manufacturing method requires very large

numbers of manufacturing steps, and the very complex

element is finally manufactured.

20 In the diffractive optical elements using the SWS

grating in the conventional prior art mentioned above,

since the light beam of the specific polarization

direction is separated into the two different

directions due to the structure thereof, there is a

25 problem that the use efficiency of the light beam is

lowered. On the other hand, the polarization

separation element having the thin film has the
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following problems. That is, the incident angle

characteristic of this polarization separation element

is highly sensitive, and/or the manufacturing method of

this polarization separation element is very complex.

5 The present invention has an object to provide a

diffractive optical element and a polarization

converting element with employment of such a

diffractive optical element. That is, the diffractive

optical element may be used in a similar manner to a

10 polarization separation element having a thin-film

structure, and while since a structure of an SWS

grating is set in a proper manner, diffraction

corresponding to each of polarization directions is

effected only in a specific order.

15 Another object of the present invention is to

provide a diffractive optical element and a

polarization converting element with employment of this

diffractive optical element, which has an SWS grating

structure manufactured under better condition, and is

20 capable of separating polarized light.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

To achieve the above-described objects, a

diffractive optical element according to an aspect of

25 the present invention is featured by such a diffractive

optical element wherein: the diffractive optical

element has a grating structure in which at least two
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blazed type grating portions are overlapped with each

other, and in at least one grating portion of the two

blazed type grating portions, structures smaller than a

used wavelength are arranged in a periodic manner on

5 all of the light incident surfaces thereof.

A diffractive optical element according to another

aspect of the present invention, is featured by that

the diffractive optical element is structured such that

within an entire region of used wavelengths

,

10 diffraction directions are made different from each

other, depending upon a polarization direction of a

light beam incident on the diffractive optical element,

and a diffracted light is concentrated only to one

predetermined diffraction order.

15 A diffractive optical element according to another

aspect of the present invention is featured by that the

the minute periodic structure is constituted by one

kind of material, or two kinds of materials, and

occupation ratios of the respective materials within

20 one period of the minute periodic structure are made

different from each other along a periodic direction of

the grating portion.

A diffractive optical element according to another

aspect of the present invention is featured by that the

25 diffractive optical element has a step- shaped grating

portion.

A diffractive optical element according to another
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aspect of the present invention is featured by that the

minute periodic structure of the grating portion is

varied along the periodic direction of the grating

portion

.

5 A diffractive optical element according to another

aspect of the present invention is featured by that

minute periodic structure varied along the periodic

direction of the grating portion is varied every step

|B of the grating stepped portions.
ill

|J] 10 A diffractive optical element according to another

fH aspect of the present invention is featured by that the

minute periodic structure of the grating portion is

11! varied in a grating thickness direction.

i=j A diffractive optical element according to another

i"[ 15 aspect of the present invention is featured by that the

minute periodic structure varied in the grating

thickness direction is varied every step of the grating

stepped portion.

A diffractive optical element according to another

20 aspect of the present invention is featured by that the

used wavelength range corresponds to a visible light

range

.

Also, a polarization converting element according

to another aspect of the present invention is featured

25 by such a polarization converting element, deflecting

means is provided so that an emergence direction of one

of a P-polarized light beam and an S-polarized light
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beam which has undergone polarization-separation to be

diffracted in a diffraction direction different

depending on a polarization direction by the

diffractive optical element of the aforementioned

5 aspects of the invention is made substantially

coincident with an emergence direction of the other

beam.

A polarization converting element according to

another aspect of the present invention is featured by

10 that a half -wave plate is provided in correspondence to

one of a P-polarized light beam and an S-polarized

light beam, which has undergone polarization-separation

to be diffracted in a direction different depending

upon polarization direction, by the diffractive optical

15 element.

A polarization converting element according to

another aspect of the present invention is featured by

that deflecting means is provided so that an emergence

direction of one of a P-polarized light beam and an S-

20 polarized light beam which has undergone polarization-

separation to be diffracted in a diffraction direction

different depending on a polarization direction by the

diffractive optical element is made substantially

coincident with an emergence direction of the other

25 beam and a half-wave plate is provided in

correspondence to one of the P-polarized light beam and

S-polarized light beam.
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A polarization converting element according to

another aspect of the present invention is featured by

that an optical member is provided so that an incident

direction of a light beam on the diffractive optical

5 element is made substantially parallel to an emergence

direction thereof

Also, a projection type display apparatus

according to a further aspect of the present invention

is featured by such a projection type display

10 apparatus, a light beam which is emitted from a light

source unit and contains an S -polarized light component

and a P-polarized light component , is guided using the

polarization converting element of the aforementioned

aspects of the invention toward modulating means for

15 modulating the light beam on the basis of an image

signal and the light beam modulated by the modulating

means is projected onto a predetermined surface by a

projection optical system.

A projection type display apparatus, according to

20 a still further aspect of the present invention, is

featured by that the image signal is controlled in

response to a signal supplied from an image processing

means

.

25 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a better understanding of the present

invention, reference is made of a detailed description
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to be read in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings, in which:

SO

Fig. 1 is a perspective/view for representing

diffractive optical element/according to an embodiment

1 of the present invention^

Fig, 2 is an explanatory diagram for explaining a

sectional shape of the diffractive optical element

according to the embodiment 1 of the present invention;

Fig. 3 is an explanatory diagram for explaining a

10 diffractive efficiency of the diffractive optical

element of the embodiment 1 with respect to each

polarized light

;

Fig. 4 is an explanatory diagram for explaining a

sectional shape of a diffractive optical element

15 according to an embodiment 2 of the present invention;

Fig, 5 is an explanatory diagram for explaining a

sectional shape of a diffractive optical element

according to an embodiment 3 of the present invention;

Fig. 6 is an explanatory diagram for explaining a

20 sectional shape of another diffractive optical element

according to the embodiment 3 of the present invention;

Fig. 7 is an explanatory diagram for explaining a

polarization converting element according to an

embodiment 1 of the present invention;

25 Fig. 8 is an explanatory diagram for explaining a

sectional shape of one polarized light separating type

diffractive optical element of the prior art;
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Fig. 9 is an explanatory diagram for explaining a

sectional shape of another polarized light separating

type diffractive optical element of the prior art;

Fig. 10 is an explanatory diagram for explaining a

5 sectional shape of the thin-film polarization beam

splitter of the prior art

;

Fig. 11 is an explanatory diagram for explaining

l«s the polarization converting element of the prior art;

\ti and
lis

ill 10 Fig. 12 is a schematic diagram for representing a

|l| major structure of a projection apparatus with

employment of the diffractive optical element of the
!=}

in present invention.

15 DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Referring now to drawings, various preferred

embodiments of the present invention will be descrbied

in detail.

EMBODIMENT 1

20 Fig. 1 is a perspective view for indicating a

diffractive optical element wnich performs a polization

separation operation, according to an embodiment 1 of

the present invention . Y
In the diffractive optical element 1 for

25 performing the polization separation operation, a

diffraction grating 3 capable of performing the

polirization separation operation is provided on a
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^ substrate 2.

The diffraction grating 3 iar constituted by an

one-dimensional blazed type graying shape, and has a

grating period "Pt" along a direction of 2 - 2 shown in

this drawing. In the diffractive optical element 1,

diffraction directions of light beames incident on

diffractive optical element? 1 are made different from

each other, depending uponr polarization directions

thereof. Further, this diffraction grating 3 is set in

such a manner that each/of polarized lights is

diffracted only at a specific diffraction order.

Fig. 2 is an explanatory diagram for explaining a

portion of a sectional shape of the diffractive optical

element 1 of Fig. 1, cut away at the line 2 - 2 of Fig.

1.

A sectional grating shape of the diffraction

grating 3 which constitutes the diffractive optical

element 1 according to the present invention is

arranged by a blazed type first diffraction grating

portion 4 which is provided on the substrate 2, and by

a blazed type second diffraction grating portion 5

which is formed on the first diffraction grating

portion 4

.

Then, as to any one of these diffraction grating

portions (for example, second diffraction grating

portion 5 shown in this drawing) , an entire surface of

light incident surface of this diffraction grating
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portion is constituted by an SWS grating (Sub-

Wavelength structured grating) which has a minute

periodic structure which is smaller than a wavelength

of light under use.

5 Then, all of the first and second diffraction

grating portions 4 and 5 may function as such a

diffractive optical element that executes a single

§« polarization separating operation.

jS Furthermore, a supplementary explanation will now

0' 10 be made of the shape of the above-described diffraction
• ?-

fl) grating 3. The diffraction grating 3 formed on the

substrate 2 is formed at a boundary between a material

ijl nl(X) and another material n2(X). The first

!*i diffraction grating portion 4 is made of the material

j~i
15 n2(X), and corresponds to an one-dimensional

diffraction grating portion having a sawtooth shape,

the grating pitch of which is "Pt" and the grating

thickness of which is "dl."
»

.... — . .

.
. .

, M

On the other hand, the seconfe diffraction grating

20 portion 5 has an SWS grating structure in which the

material nl(M and the materia/L n2(X) are alternatively

repeated with a minute period^ smaller than the

wavelength the light used, /rhe grating pitch of the

SWS grating is "PI", and an occupation ratio of the

25 material n2(M which is cfccupied within the grating

pitch "PI" is equal to F = f1 / PI (will be referred to

as a "filling factor" tj^reinafter)

.
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The shape of this second/diffraction grating

portion 5 is such an one-dimensional rectangular

grating shape having a period parallel to the grating

pitch "Pt" of the first diffraction grating portion 4,

Then, the grating thickness of this SWS grating is

varied from a thickness of (dl + D + d2) to another

thickness of (D) in a monotone mode along a periodic

direction, and this thickness change is repeated with

the period of the above-explained grating pitch n Pt n
.

j*j 10 In this embodiment 1, both the grating pitch "pi"

tt) and the filling factor nF n of the SWS grating are

* always constant value

.

Ill Next, the structure of the diffractive optical

q element according to this embodiment 1 will now be

i~i 15 described based upon concrete numerical values. In

order that a minute periodic structure acts as an SWS

grating, the period must be sufficiently made smaller

with respect to a used wavelength.

Concretely speaking, this aspect will now be

20 explained with employment of a diffraction formula (1):

n2(X) sin92 - nl(M sinei = mk / pi (1)

In this formula (1), symbols nl(X) and n2(X) indicate

refractive indexes of materials (qualities of used

members) at light incident side/light exit side in the

25 diffractive optical element, symbol "91" shows an

incident angle of a light beam, symbol "82" indicates

an exit angle (diffraction angle) of the light beam.
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symbol "m" represents a diffraction order, symbol nX n

shows a used wavelength, and symbol "pi" denotes a

period (pitch) of a minute periodic structure.

In such a case that a diffractive optical element

5 is applied to a part of an optical system, it is

preferable to select a pitch "pi" that only zero-order

diffraction light as a light traveling therefrom can be

established.

This supplementary explanation will now be made by

10 employing a simple numerical example. Assuming now

that the used wavelength is selected to be 400 nm, the

refractive index "nl" of the material of the light

incident side under used wavelength is equal to 1.0,

whereas the refractive index "n2 n of the material of

15 the light exit side is equal to 1.5.

The following case is considered: A light beam is

entered into the minute periodic strucuture of this

diffractive optical element from the vertical direction

(Ol = 0). In the case that m = 1 and the light exit

20 angle "02" is selected to be 90° , the period "pi" of

the minute periodic structure is equal to 0.27 pm based

upon the above-explained formula (1).

As a consequence, under such a condition that the

grating pitch "pi" is smaller than, or equal to 0.27

25 pm, since there is no solution as to this formula (1)

due to the minute periodic structure, only diffracted

light does not appear.
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As a consequence, the propagated or traveled light

beam is only zero-order diffraction light with respect

to the minute periodic structure.

A diffraction formula of the zero-order

5 diffraction light corresponds to nm = 0 n in the formula

( 1 ) , which is equivalent to the formula with respect to

the Snell's law of refraction.

Since such a condition is established, the minute

periodic structure may have the form birefringence

10 corresponding to the specific characteristic as the SWS

grating. In other words, with respect to an optical

wave which is entered into the second diffraction

grating portion 5, a refractive index of an optical

wave which is vibrated in parallel to an extension

15 direction of the minute periodic structure (namely,

will be referred to as "P-polarized light" hereinafter)

is made different from a refractive index of an optical

wave which is vibrated perpendicular to this extension

direction (namely, will be referred to as "S-polarized

20 light" hereinafter) . The second diffraction grating

portion 5 may be functioned as different diffraction

gratings with respect to the P-polarized light and the

S-polarized light. As a consequence, in such a case

that the first diffraction grating portion 4 is

25 combined with the second diffraction grating portion 5

and then the combined diffraction grating portions 4

and 5 are optimized, such a polarization separation



operation may be obtained as follows: That is, the P-

polarized light travels straight on as zero-order

diffraction light, whereas the S-polarized light is

diffracted as first -order diffraction light to one

given direction. Also, since this condition is

established, no diffraction occurs in the SWS grating.

As a result, considering such a case that a diffraction

separation operation is performed as the diffractive

optical element capable of performing the polarization

separation operation, no care is taken into the

occurrence of diffraction in the minute periodic

structure

.

As previously explained, as to the diffractive

optical element having the minute periodic structure

and capable of performing the polarization separation,

in order that the period (pitch) of the minute periodic

structure can satisfy the above-described conditions,

the minute period must be determined in such a manner

that this condition can be satisfied within the range

of the range of the used incident angle over the entire

region of . wavelengths used.

Fig. 3 represents a polarization separation

characteristic which is achieved by the polarization

separation element having the above-explained minute

periodic structure

.

This embodiment is arranged as follows: That is,

the P-polarized light component of the incident light
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beam is separated as the zero-order diffraction light

of the one-dimensional diffractive optical element

constituted by the grating pitch "Pt n
, and the S-

polarized light component of the incident light beam is

5 separated as the first-order diffraction light.

It is so assumed that while the period "pi" of the

minute periodic structure is selected to be 0.2 pm and

the filling factor "F" is selected to be 0.56, the

material 1 is made of air, and the material 2 is made

10 of ultraviolet hardening resin (nd = 1.6363, vd =

22.8)

.

The grating thickness dl is 2.32 pm, the grating

thickness d2 is 3.88 pm, and the thickness D is 0.5 pm.

It can be seen from this polarization separation

15 characteristic that both the P-polarized light

component and the S -polarized light component can own

better characteristics higher than, or equal to

approximately 98% over the visible light range.

In the above -explained structure, the diffraction

20 grating 3 is provided on the substrate 2.

Alternatively, a substrate made of a quartz is

employed, and a shape may be directly formed on the

substrate by way of an etching treatment using the

quartz substrate and the like. In this alternative

25 case, if it is so regarded that the material 1 (air) is

equal to an outer atmosphere, then an essential

material may be realized only by one sort of quartz.
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Also, in the above-explained embodiment, the

period of the minute periodic structure is set in

parallel to the period of the diffraction grating

portion. Alternatively, the present invention is not

5 limited to this structure, but may be realized by that

the period of the diffraction grating portion may be

set perpendicular to the period of the minute periodic

structure.

EMBODIMENT 2

10 Fig. 4 is a sectional view for showing a major

structure of a diffractive optical element according to

an embodiment 2 of the present invention. The

diffractive optical element of this embodiment 2 is

featured by such a structure that an edge surface of a

15 minute periodic grating provided on a light incidence

side is matched with a grating periodic direction in

parallel with each other.

In the embodiment 1, both the grating pitch "PI

"

of the minute periodic structure and the filling factor

20 F = fl / PI have the constant values.

To the contrary, in the embodiment 2, a filling

factor Fs = Ps / fs is changed with the grating pitch

"Pt" of the second diffraction grating portion 5 in

order to make the edge surfaces parallel to each other.

25 Concretely speaking, a value of a filling factor

is made larger at the deeper portion in the SWS

grating, whereas a value of a filling factor is made



smaller or £t the thinner in the SWS grating.

In this drawing, the structure of this diffractive

element is made of 9 sets of minute gratings within the

grating pitch nPt". As a consequence, the above-

explained relationship may be expressed as :

Fl > F2 > F3 > F4 > F5 > F6 > F7 > F8 > F9 , Fs ; 1

< s < 9.

In other words, as to the deep SWS grating, since

a ratio of a material 2 becomes large with respect to

air of a material 1 , an apparent refractive index is

approximated to the material 2. When the air ratio of

the material 2 is made equal to the air ratio of the

material 1, the resulting refractive index becomes

large, as compared with the case that the filling

factor is Fs = 0,5.

On the other hand, as to the thin SWS grating,

since a ratio of a material 2 becomes small with

respect to air of a material 1, an apparent refractive

index is approximated to air of the material 1 . When

the air ratio of the material 2 is made equal to the

air ratio of the material 1, the resulting refractive

index becomes small as compared with the case that the

filling factor is Fs = 0.5.

As a result of this effect, the grating thickness

of the deep grating can be made relatively thinner.

Since the filling factors are optimized, such a

structure can be made that the edge surface of the
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minute periodic grating formed on the light incidence

side is matched with the grating periodic direction in

parallel to each other. As to this structure, in such

a case that the SWS grating is formed by way of an

5 etching treatment, since an etching mask may be close-

contacted thereto, the minute periodic structure having

the superior performance can be manufactured.

In this embodiment 2 , the grating pitch of the SWS

grating may be gradually changed. The grating pitch is

10 made larger within a range where the SWS grating can be

established along such a direction that the grating

becomes thinner, so that it is possible to suppress

such a condition that the absolute width of the

material 2 of the rectangular grating becomes narrow.

15 This is very preferable in view of the manufacturing

aspect

.

EMBODIMENT 3

Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram for indicating a

major portion of a diffractive optical element

20 according to a third embodiment of the present

invention

.

The diffractive optical element of this third

embodiment is featured by that the grating shape of the

first diffraction grating portion 4 according to the

25 embodiment 2 is made in a stepped grating. Also, a

filling factor Fs of an SWS grating along a grating

periodic direction is changed in response to the step
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configuration . In this drawing, the diffractive

optical element is arranged in such a manner that 8

sets of minute gratings are provided within the grating

pitch Pt. Also, the stepped grating has four stages of

5 stepped shapes

.

Asa consequence, the above-explained relationship

may be expressed as follows:

Fl = F2 > F3 = F4 > F5 = F6 > F7 = F8, Fs; 1 < S <

8.

10 With employment of this structure, if four kinds

of masks are employed, then the diffractive optical

element may be manufactured by way of an etching

technique in a relatively simple manner.

Furthermore , as indicated in Fig . 6 , the filling

15 factor Fs is not changed along the above-explained

grating periodic direction in correspondence with the

stepped shape, but the filling factor may be changed

along the depth direction.

In Fig. 6, Fs corresponds to an occupation ratio

20 of the material 2 within the grating pitch Ps.

The filling factor Fs is changed as 2 stages, 3

stages, , n stages in response to the depth, while

the stepped grating is set along the height direction

(depth direction).

25 EMBODIMENT 4

Fig. 7 is an explanatory diagram for explaining a

structure of a polarization converting element.
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according to an embodiment 1, by using the diffractive

optical element for performing the polarization

separation of the present invention.

In Fig. 7, a light beam "La" having random

5 polarization direction is incident on a diffraction

grating 3 formed on a substrate 2. The light beam "La"

is entered from an opening portion Al formed in a light

shielding member 6

.

In the diffractive optical element which performs

10 the polarization separation, a P-polarized light

component "P" is not diffracted so that zero-order

diffraction light, travels straight on, whereas an S-

polarized light component "S" is diffracted/separated

as first -order diffraction light

.

15 After the P-polarized light component has passed

through the diffractive optical element 1, the

polarization direction of this P-polarized light

component is converted into on S-polarized component by

a 1/2 -wavelength plate 8 provided on the exit side, and

20 then the S-polarized light component is emerges

therefrom.

On the other hand, after the S-polarized light

component is diffracted by the diffraction grating 3,

the diffracted S-polarized light component is deflected

25 by a prism 7 so as to emerge as S-polarized light

component therefrom toward the same direction as the

light beam passing through the 1/2 -wavelength plate 8.
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Accordingly, when the light beam La having the

random polarization directions enters into the

diffractive optical element, the light beam the

polarization direction of which has become uniform

5 emerges as S-polarized light therefrom.

Further, in the above-explained structure, when

the prism (deflecting means) 7 is manufactured in a

grating shape and also the 1/2 -wavelength plate 8 is

formed by changing the grating structure of the SWS

10 grating, this structure may be preferably manufactured

by way of the same manufacturing method as that of the

diffractive optical element 1

.

In this embodiment 4 , the emergence direction of

any one of the light beames , namely either the P-

15 polarized light light beam or the S-polarized light

light beam which is diffracted in a given direction

depending on the polarization direction and separated

from the other polarized light beam is made coincident

with the emergence direction of the other S-polarized

20 light or P-polarized light.

Also, the deflecting means 7 has a function of an

optical member by which the incident direction of the

light beam incident on the diffractive optical element

1 is made substantially parallel to the emergence

25 direction thereof.

As previously explained, each of the diffractive

optical elements, according to the respective
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embodiments, is arranged in such a manner that this

diffractive optical element has the grating structure

in which at least two kinds of diffraction gratings are

overlapped with each other, and also at least one kind

5 of diffraction grating portion of these diffraction

gratings has the minute periodic structure smaller than

the used wavelength, so that the diffraction direction

differs depending upon the polarization direction of

the light beam incident on the diffractive optical

10 element and each of the polarized light beam incident

thereon is diffracted at only a predetermined

diffraction order, within the entire range of these

used wavelengths.

Also, each of the diffractive optical elements,

15 according to the respective embodiments, may be used in

the similar utilization field to the conventional thin-

film, and also the superior incident angle

characteristic owned by the SWS grating itself may be

effectively utilized.

20 Also, when each of the diffractive optical

elements, according to the respective embodiments, is

applied to the polarization converting element, it is

possible to realize such a high-precision polarization

converting element having a simple structure.

25 Fig. 12 is a schematic diagram for representing a

major arrangement of a projection apparatus with

employment of the polarization converting element
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according to the present invention.

In Fig. 12, symbol 12 Indicates a light source

unit which emits a light beam containing an S-polarized

light component and a P-polarized light component.

5 Also, reference numeral 11 indicates a reflection

mirror. The reflection mirror 11 reflects the light

beam emitted from the light source unit 12 toward a

direction opposed to the polarization converting

element 13 side.

10 The polarization converting element 13 has the

structure as previously explained in Fig. 7. This

polarization converting element 13 causes the light

beam emitted from the light source unit 12 to emerge as

a light beam having any one of the polarization

15 directions which are S-polarized state and P-polarized

state. Reference numeral 14 represents an optical

modulating means (liquid crystal panel) comprising a

liquid crystal display (LCD) device which modulates the

light emerging from the polarization converting element

20 13 on the basis of a supplied image signal.

Also, reference numeral 16 shows a projection

optical system. The projection optical system 16

projects the light beam modulated by the optical

modulating means 14 onto a screen 17 so as to form an

25 image on this screen 17.

The image signal supplied to the modulating means

14 is controlled by an image processing means 18 such
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as a personal computer or the like.

According to the present invention, since the

structure of the SWS grating is set in the proper

manner, the diffraction is effected depending on the

polarization direction of the light beam incident

thereon so as to produce a diffracted light with a

predetermined diffraction order only. Both the

diffractive optical element and the polarization

converting element using this diffractive optical

element can be realized which may be utilized in a

similar manner to the polarization separation element

having the thin-film structure.

In addition, according to the present invention,

both the diffractive optical element and the

polarization converting, element using this diffractive

optical element can be realized, which own the SWS

grating structures manufactured under better

conditions, also may perform the polarization

separation operation.


